Lung adenocarcinoma often makes metastasis to the brain, liver, kidneys, bone, bone marrow and adrenal glands. It can also make metastasis to other parts of the body rarely for example eye, nose, parotid gland and paranasal sinus. We did not encounter with combined ocular bulbus and the maxillary sinus metastases of lung cancer in the accessible literature. In this case report, a patient who was combined ocular bulbus and the maxillary sinus metastases of lung adenocarcinoma will be discussed. Key Words: eye metastases, lung adenocarcinoma, paranasal sinus metastases.
Although lung adenocarcinoma often accompained metastasis to the brain, liver, kidneys, bone, bone marrow and adrenal glands, it can also make metastasis to other parts of the body rarely. Although very rarely seen lung cancer metastases were mentioned in the literature, we did not encounter with combined ocular bulbus and the maxillary sinus metastases. In this case report, a patient who was admitted with visual impairment and later on lung adenocarcinoma was diagnosed will be discussed.
CASE REPORT
Fifty-one-year-old male patient suffering from pain and blurred vision in the left eye admitted to ophthalmology outpatient clinic. In computerized tomography, two lesions (10×4 mm sized with light contrast enhancement at the posterior wall of the left bulbus oculi and 8 mm sized with peripheral contrast enhancement in the vicinity of the anterior wall of right maxillary sinus) were detected (Fig. 1) . The patient was referred to the medical oncology outpatient clinic with the diagnosis of ocular bulbus and maxillary sinus metastases. In medical oncology outpatient clinic, we planned further examination to investigate the primary focus. Chest radiograph (Fig. 2 ) revealed irregular shaped lesion in middle lobe of the right lung. In thoracic computerized tomography, about 65×59 mm sized, spicular contoured heterogeneous mass lesion with contrast enhacement that extending from the right hilar region to the middle lobe and collapsing the central lobe brochus was detected. Abdominal computerized tomography, upper and lower gastrointestinal endoscopy were normal. Maxillary sinus and eye metastases were confirmed with magnetic resonance imagining. Bronchoscopic biopsy with the preliminary diagnosis of lung cancer was reported as lung adenocarcinoma. Gemcitabine + cisplatin treatment was started. 
DISCUSSION
The most common malign and tumors of eye are metastatic tumors. In Shields and his colleagues study, most common metastatic tissues of eye have been reported as breast (47%), lung (21%), gastrointestinal (4%), kidney (2%), skin (2%), prostate (2%) and unknown primary (17%) tissues [1] . Because the lymphatic system of the eye is weak, metastases to eye are generally with hematogenous way. The most frequently seen metastatic region is the choroid layer. Than metastases were seen in orbita, iris, ciliary body, optic nerve, conjunctiva, and eyelid, respectively. While 7-14% of patients is clinically asymptomatic, the rest aplies with pain, blurred vision, scotoma, metamorphopsia, photopsia, floaters [2] . Magnetic resonance imagining is the only diagnostic method that can easiSubmitted: August 03, 2015. *Correspondence: E-mail: dr.ihsanates@hotmail.com Exp Oncol 2015 37, 3, 231-232 ly separate orbital metastasis from the other lesions of the bulbus. Metastatic lesion biopsy is not preferred because of tumor tissue seeding [3] . Radiotherapy is the treatment option when primary focus was not known. If focus was identified, systemic chemotherapy or hormonal treatment should be preferred [4] .
Paranasal sinus metastases are seen rarely. It is seen 2 times more often in men than women but men predominance was seen in 5-6 decades, women predominance is seen in 6-7 decades. Patients usually present with headache, recurrent sinusitis and pain due to nerve involvement [4] . In the case series of Prescher and Brors that 169 patients were involved, maxillary sinus (33%), sphenoid sinus (22%), ethmoid sinus (14%), frontal sinus (9%) and multiple (22%) sinus metastasis were observed [5] . The origins of metastasis were renal (40%), lung (9%), breast (8%), prostate (7%), tyroid (7%), testicular (5%), liver (4%), respectively. In single lesions, as surgery was performed, it was seen that chemotherapy and radiotherapy efficancy were also effective.
We present this case because we did not encounter with combined ocular bulbus and maxillary sinus metastases due to lung adenocarcinoma in the literature. In our case, 51-years-old male patient was presented with eye findings. Metastatic lesions in ocular bulbus and maxillary sinus have been identified. Lung adenocarcinoma was detected in research of primer focus of this lesion. The patient has similar demographic characteristics and symptoms with the cases in the literature. Lesion in the maxillary sinus revealed as random.
As a result, when paranasal sinus or eyeball lesions are detected in cases with acute onset pathological vision problems and recurrent sinusitis, metastasis should be kept in mind. Investigation for the primary lesion must be done before the treatment.
